
Indicator and response variables presented to tree models to search for classification keys discriminating cases of death from cases of 

transmitter-failure at the end of the period of tagging-data coverage for an individual marked with a GPS-satellite or a Doppler tag. * = 

variable presented to the tree model for GPS-satellite tags (file: dead vs alive GPS-tags.xls); † Variable presented to the tree model for 

Doppler tags (file: dead vs alive Doppler-tags.xls). 

 

Variable Description 

  

Dead vs alive *† Dead = surely dead individual (physically recovered dead); Alive = surely alive individual 
at the time of signal interruption (individual later observed alive and still tagged) 

GPS stationary position * 0 = GPS locations indicate that an individual keeps moving; 1 = GPS locations indicate a 
stationary individual (all locations within 20m of each other) 

Doppler stationary position *† 1 = Doppler locations indicate that an individual continues to move after the interruption 

of GPS fixes (≥ 2positions of LC class 2 and 3 with a distance from the previous location 
larger than their respective maximum spatial errors) ; 0 = Doppler locations do not 

indicate that an individual continues to move after the interruption of GPS fixes (all 
available positions of LC class 2 and 3 with a distance from the previous location smaller 
than their respective maximum spatial errors) 

Activity counter *† 0 = the activity counter value becomes stable; 1 = the activity counter value continues to 
fluctuate up to the end of the tag data reception  

Battery *† 0 = there is an unusual change in battery voltage over the preceding 10 days; 1 = battery 
voltage in the preceding 10 days remains within the range observed in the previous months 

Temperature *† 0 = there is an unusual change in temperature readings over the preceding 10 days; 1 = 

temperature values in the preceding 10 days remain within the range observed in the 
previous months 

% Battery charge level *† Mean battery voltage over the previous 10 days (expressed as the proportion of the 
maximum battery level observed) a 

% GPS locations * Cumulative number of GPS locations received over the previous 10 days a, expressed as a 

proportion of the requested number of GPS locations according to the tag duty cycle  
% LC 2+3 total † Cumulative number of Doppler locations of LC 2 and 3 received over the previous 10 

days a, expressed as a proportion of the maximum number of fixes of LC 2 and 3 obtained 
from all tags (i.e. as a proportion of the highest observed Doppler-reception performance 
in a 10-day period) 

% LC 0+A+B total † Cumulative number of Doppler locations of LC 0, A and B received over the previous 10 
days a, expressed as a proportion of the maximum number of fixes of LC A and B 



obtained from all tags (i.e. as a proportion of the highest observed Doppler-reception 

performance in a 10-day period) 
% LC 2+3 † Cumulative number of Doppler locations of LC 2 and 3 received over the previous 10 

days a, expressed as a proportion of the total number of Doppler locations received by that 

tag over the same period 
% LC 0+A+B † Cumulative number of Doppler locations of LC 0, A and B received over the previous 10 

days a, expressed as a proportion of the total number of Doppler locations received by that 
tag over the same period 

 


